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PK EXPERIMENTS WITH ANIMALS AS

SUBJECTSl

By HELMUT SCHMIDT

ABSTRACT:The generd purpose of these expenments was to use pleasant or
mpleasallt stimdi to acdvate the possible PK ability of'nimals and lower fO―
of Ыe.The basic apparat“ was a binary random n― ber generator(RNC).In
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4,615 occasions on wnd】 the lamp― ed on and prO宙 ded the cat wi■ heat(a
deviatiOn of+115,CR=2.42)。

In another exploratory experment■ e test anfmals were coclcoaches which
were placed On a shOclttlg grid,alsO colmected with the binary RNG.The ob,c中
tive in this case was to sec if the coclcoaches could inauence the apparatus so
as to avoid the electdt shock= It was found ふat they received mOre, nct less,
thatl the expected number(CR=2.7)。  A conhatory test showed■ e same
direction of sc赫 g: a total of 25,600 n― bers generated by the RNC resulted
in 13,109 shocks,a deviation of 309 more than expected by chance(cR=■85,
P=10-4卜 現 こ

Thewriter,s interest in the possibility of psi in primitive Organisms

led to the following design fOr a PK experiinent which can be

adapted to a very large variety of test subjects.

The central part of the test equipment is an electronic binary
random number generator(1)whiCh produces the numbers+l and

―-l in randonl sequence, This generator is coupled to the test sub‐

ject in  s u c h  a  w a y  t h a t  w h e n , a n d  o n l y  w h e n , a + l  i S  g e n e r a t e d  t h e

SubieCt rece市es a certain stimulus。
■This work was irst presented at the Autumn Review Meeting Of the lnstitute

for Parapsychology on Sept. 5, 1970.
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Consider as the irst example the possible case in which we have

ahuman subieCt and the stimulus is a short,unpleasant electric shock。

Let a test run consist of a sequence of fヽ
「generated numbers. Then

the subject's desire to obtain as few shocks as possible is equivalent
to mot市adon for obtaining a small number of+1's in the sequence,
and correspondingly a hi」l number Of-1's.This test situation
might activate the subject's PK so as to force the generator into pro‐
ducing more+1's than-1's,but certainly the possibility of Psi‐
nussing rather than psi‐hitting inight have to be considered.

The experiment could also be designed in such a way that the
hlm■an subject receives pleasant stimuli whenever a+l is genertted.
For example,one could con■le the subject to a cold room and use
as the stimulus the temporary tum‐ on of a heat lamp. In this case

the subject would desire to increase the tum―on rate of the heat
lamp,ioe。,to obtain an increased nШ tter of+1'S.

A notable feature of experiinents such as these would be that

PK would have a chance to work at an tmconscious level. It inight

■ot be necessary for the subieCt tO make any cOnscious efort;it

might be just enough for him to react to the ofered stimulus.This
feature makes the llnethod applicable for rnany other than human test

subjects.
The nrst experil■ent to be discussed was some exploratory work

in which the subject was a cat keptin a cold room,and the stimulus

was warmth from a heatlamp.The main experiment tO be reported
used cockroaches as subjects and electric shocks as stimuli.

TEST FOR RANDOMNESS IN TEE RANDOM NuMBER GENERATOR

The ralldom number gellerator(RNG)used fOr the main experi‐

ment carried out lrith cockroaches is the same as the RNG used in

a PK experiment with human subjects reported pre宙ously(2).It

was shown there that this generator has satisfactory randomness

properties. The RNG used in the exploratory experiments with the

cat was similarly built and was tested independently for randomness

by methods described before(2)。 one mOre randomness test with

this generator done before the actual experiment might be wo山

mentioning:

A200-watt lamp was connected to the RNG,so that after each

generated +l the lamp was turned on and stayed on until a -1

)
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was generated. The n― bers were generated at the rate of One per

second. The test was done during 24 nights(8 hOurs per night),

and the lamp was stationed in a large garden under a clear sky.

Among the total of 691,200 generated numbers,the+l was gen_

erated 345,276 tiines and the-l occurred 345,924 tilnes,which did

■ot sugb・est any bias in the generator under these conditions.

ExPLORATORY TESTS WITH A CAT

For■ is cxperiment a 200-watt lamp,connected as just described,

was mounted inside a cold(0°C)Shack WhiCh housed a cat(one
year old,female,pet).ThiS lamp seemed to pro宙 de the pleasant

stil■ulus l■entioned, because the cat settled down iml■ ediatdy next

to the lamp and ob宙ously enjoyed the generated heat when the
lamp was on. The purpose of the experil■ ent was to see whether

the cat's feding of pleasure when the lamp was lighted might cause

the lamp to light more than the expected 50%of the time,which in
turn would requlre the RNG to generate more+1's than-1's.

The R卜 TG waE stationed inside a house about 60 feet fronl the

shack.  For the purpose of optiinal shielding against electrical dis_

turbances, the RNG was operated by batteries and, together with

the batteries, was enclosed in a grOunded wire cage.  Two small

lamps inside the cage indicated the generated numbers(+l and

-1).ThiS Signal was transmitted with the help of twO phOtOcells

(mOunted outside the cage)to tWO relays which operated twO cor―

responding 200-watt lamps, one inside the shЖ k with the cat and

one in a box outside the shack. One of these lmps,the+1 lamp,

was turned on after each generated+l and stayed on tmtil a‐-1

was generated. The sy■ lFnetric-1 lamp was tumed on whenever

the+1 lamp was turned of. The lamps were interchanged each

day.  The output of the RNG connected to the lamp in the shack

was always called the+1 0utput。(BOth Outputs served,therefOre,
as+l outputs equally often.) Electromechmical cOunters(tWO

鷺 lltili∫i‖:li モヾ:::t and 
°ne pair Of ■0■reset counters) were

The experiinent was dOne in half_hOur sessions On consecutive

days in the aftemoons.The ntlmbers were generated at the rtte

of one per second, and each session cOmprised l,800 trials.  The

cat was kept in the shack only during the sessions. Between sessions,
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the machine was kept ruming continuously in order to ve五 fy its

proper Operation once rnore. During the sessions,the experiinenter

did not see the cat nor the test equipment. At the end Of each ses‐

sion,the score was read frOm the counters and recorded.

Each of the flrst ive sessions gave an above―chance scoring rate

on the+1's;i.e.,the lamp was on more than 50%Of the time.

Ainong the total of 9,000 numbers generated in these flve sessions,

4,615 were+1's.This number is l15 above the expectation value,

corresponding to a CR=2.42.

At the end of each of these■ve sessions,the cat sat quietly next

t o the light bulb;at the end of the sixth,however,when the door to

the shack was opened,the cat was hidden in a corner and raced out

immediately.Four more sessions were held.In nOne of them did

the cat again settle quietly next tO the lamp.  It seemed to have

developed a dislike for the nashing l枷p.

The generttion rate of+1's in these last ive sessiOns was no

longer above the chance value but insignincantly 10Wer.

The result of this experilnent, although not highly signincant

statistically,suggested that a further study of PK inv01ving animals

nlight be worth while.  Since the outside temperature had risen

soon after the tellllination Of the 10 sessions,however,this particular

experilnent was discontinued.

TESTS WITE COCKROACHES

The test aniinals in this experiinent were cockroaches, and the

StiFnuluS was an unpleasant one, an dectric shock.  The numbers

generated by the RNG,the same one that was used in an experiment

with human subjects described earlier(2),were indicated by two

small light bulbso Whenever a+l or a-l was generated,the

∞rrespOnding lamp was lighted for appro対mately 1/5 seco Opposite

one of these light bulbs a photocell was mounted which act市ated a
battery―operated rёlay.  This relay, in turn, applied a voltage to a

shocking grid formed by aluminum foil strips 5 mmo wide and 2 mm.

apart, glued on a plexiglass plate.  The voltage was supplied by a

300-volt battery in series with a large resistor(usually between 5

and 20 megohms)suCh that the total current thrOugh the cock_

roaches would be prescribed.  The grid was cleaned regularly Ⅵrith

alcohol.

ヽ
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A.ExPloratOry Tests

These tests were done with 20 cockroaches(Ame五 can cOck_

roach,some adults and some nymphs)・ The smallest animals used

were 15 mm。 10ng.2 usually two(in a feW Cases,more or less)

、vere placed on the shocking grid and were cOnflned by a plastic

bOX(10 Cmo in diameter)With greased walls and open top。

The]RNG was set to generate a total of 64 randOm numbers per

run at the generatiOn rate of typically one number per second. Vヽhen―

ever a+l was generated,the cOckroaches received an electric shOck

of 1/5 sec.duratiOn.The shock level was adjusted so that the cock‐
roaches reacted strongly but were not paralyzed.  The experimenter

watched the animals during the run, partly tO keep the shock level

well adjusted and partly to retum to upright posidon the animals
which had fanen On their backs.

Four runs,separated by short intermissions(ち piCany two min.

uteS)fOrmed one sessiOn.Up to three sessions,separated by nve―

■linute rest periods, were done with the same cockroach group on

one day. The shock level usually had to be increased from one ses‐

sion to the next, sOmetirnes even within the sessions, since the an―

il■als got somewhat habituated tO the shock.  If the cockrOaches

showed serious signs of paralysis at the end Of One session,no new

session was begun.  After one day's rest, ■O after―efects from the

shocks were observed。

In the exploratory test, 25 test―sessiOns were held in order to

see if perhaps the cockroaches' obvious dislike of electric shocks3

might cause the RNG to generate fewer+1'S(WhiCh tHgger the

shock)than eXpected by chance. It was found,however,that in the

total of 6,400 generated numbers,there were 109 more+1's than

expected by chance. That ineans that the number of shocks adnun‐

istered by the random device to the cockroaches lay by 2.7 standard

deviations above the chance level.

The magnitude of′his deviation suggested that it might be a real

21江ost Of these codkroaches had been used h a previous exploratory test in
which human subj∝ ts tried mentally to innuen∝the an血 ls to turn to the right
or to the left in a Y―mtte setup. In these tests electric shock was used to get the
animals moving.

3 This“dislike''is implied by the fact that a cockroach which has the dhoice

between a shocked and a nonshocked grid selects the nonshocked grid。
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erect,even thOugh it raised the question of why a possible PK abiuty

in cOckroaches shOuld work to their disadvantage.

′      B.The Confrmatory Experiment

This experiment was begЦ l one month after the exp10ratory

tests. Some of the cockroaches,those who had 10st legs or antennac

in flghts,were replaced by new ones. It was decided tO make a tOtal

of 100 sessions in this experilnent.  Again One session contained

four runs;one run contained 64 generated nurnbers.

The experilnental arrangement was the salne as in the exploratory

tests, with a few modincations: As before, the scores were copied

frOm the two dectromechanical cOunters(fOr the numbers of gen‐

erated+1's and-1's)after each run;but in addidon,the whole

sequcnce of generated numbers was recorded automatically O■paper
punch tape.  This provided a second, independent record, giving

good protection against recording errorso Although the RNG had

been tested extensively(2)when uSed in a pre宙 Ous expeHment,it

was left running during eadh night after a PK test as an additional

randollmess checko  No bias suggesting a deviatiOn frorn random―

ness was observed.  In Order to reduce the drect of any bias in the

generator which nlight have escaped observation, both the gen‐

erator outputs were used an equal number of times as+l output,

which triggered the shOck.

A total of 25,600 random numbers were generated during the

whole experiment.  The expectatiOn value for the tOtal number of

shocks is therefore 12,800.  The number of shocks actually adnlin‐

istered in the experilnent was 13,109;i.e.,3.85 standard deviations

above the expectation value.  The direction of this deviation is the

same as in the exploratory experiment.The prObability for Obtaining

such a high or a higher deviatiOn by chance is less than 10-4(。ne…
tailed)。

The scoring rate was fairly steady throughOut the whole experi―

ment.  Considering blocks of 10 cOnsecutive sessiOns, the numbers

of shocks above chance obtained in the 10 successive blocks were

all positive:44,39,22,22,26,46,29,30,38, 13.

A certain decline lras observed within each session.  The num‐

ber Of shOcks administered in the nrst halves(the Arst twO runs)

of all sessions gave a deviation+228,and the number of shocks in

)
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all the second halves(seCOnd two runs)gaVe Only a+81;but this

dechne is not statistically signincant(σR`=1.84)。

DIscusSION

In the reported tests wlth cockroaches, the experimenter was

always present observing the animals. This suggests the possibility

that the score may be due tO PK exerted by the experimentさr.In
order tO reduce such an experiIInenter influence, a new experiment

was designed in which the cOckroaches were tested autOmatically in

the absence of any experimenter.These tests,which gave similarly

signincant results,will be reported later.

The fact that under the particular experilnental conditions ie

cockroaches displayed PK― missing might be interepreted in several

diferent ways.First of an,it might indicate that psi,in primiive

aniinals,as in man,is a very elusive phe■omenon. This indication

is supported by one experilnent, alsO to be reported later, where

under only very slighay difFerent extemal∞ nditions■ O PK efect

was observed.  A secOnd ``plausible" reason for the possibility of

PK―missing might be that cockroaches in thdr struggle fOr survival

never encountered electric shocks and are therefore not prepared to

cope with shocks clect市ely.

The mechanism by which the cockroaches could influence the

random generator is certainly as uttmown and inconsistent with

present―day physics as is the rnechanism by which a human subiect

can influence the fall of a die.

Without undue commitment to an unjusti■ed speculat市e theory,
one can say that in these experiinents the random generator did■ot
produce the numbers as randonlly as physics would predict,but that

the generated numbers apparently depended,in a way■ ot accounted

for by present physics,on the later efect they caused.
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